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QUESTION 1:
For the p5 590 and p5 595 servers, the HMC must be directly attached. Why is the use of
a private service network between HMC and the p5 590 required?
A. The Bulk Power Controllers are dependent upon the HMC to provide them with
DHCP addresses.
B. A firewall is required to isolate the private network from any of the open networks to
which the HMC is attached.
C. Network communications can be implemented through an open network. No private
network is required but it is recommended.
D. All p5 590 and 595 servers are shipped with one service processor card. A private
network is required to manage DHCP addresses.
Answer: A
QUESTION 2:
A system administrator wants to control the HMC from their workstation. Microsoft
Windows 2000 is running and the HMC graphical user interface is being used remotely.
Which of the following actions will accomplish this task?
A. Use any Windows 2000 to graphically access the HMC
B. Load, install, and configure WebSM on the workstation
C. Telnet to the HMC using Exceed or a GUI emulator product from the workstation
D. Load, install, and configure OpenSSH or SSH on the workstation and access the HMC
through the GUI interface
Answer: B
QUESTION 3:
Certkiller .com currently has three p650 servers in their environment and they are
implementing a p5 595. The p650 servers are running in an SMP environment, but are
connected to a pair of HMCs. In order to follow best practices in the enterprise server
environment and maintain HMC connectivity to the p650s, what else will needs to be
ordered in addition to the p5 595?
A. Include a new HMC in the order to connect to the p5 595
B. Include a pair of new HMCs in the order to connect to the p5 595
C. Include a media set for POWER5 HMC in the order to upgrade one of the existing
HMC's to POWER5 capabilities
D. Include a media set for POWER5 HMC in the order to upgrade both of the existing
HMC to POWER5 capabilities Include a media set for POWER5 HMC in the order to
upgrade both of the existing HMC? to POWER5 capabilities
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Answer: B
QUESTION 4:
A system administrator is installing a p5 590 server with an HMC. After pulling the
websm client down, it is not possible to connect to the HMC. The HMC can be pinged
from the client. Which of the following settings should be verified next?
A. The routes on the HMC
B. The firewall setting of the LAN adapter
C. The name resolution protocol on the p5 590 server
D. The subnet mask settings on the Ethernet adapters
Answer: B
QUESTION 5:
Certkiller .com has seven days of vmstat data on four p5 590 production LPARs of four
processors each. The data shows that all four LPARs have periodic utilizations of
90-95% lasting several minutes in duration. However, the average utilizations of the four
LPARs were between 15-30%. The vmstat data shows that the peak utilizations of each
LPAR do not occur at the same time. Which of the following should be set up?
A. A shared pool with four capped LPARs
B. A shared pool with four uncapped LPARs
C. Four dedicated LPARs and use DLPAR to manage resources effectively
D. The server in SMP mode and use WLM to manage resources effectively
Answer: B
QUESTION 6:
Certkiller .com will be using Virtual IO Server to share Ethernet adapters. What can be
done to prevent network failure of the client if a Virtual IO Server goes down?
A. Create two virtual adapters on the client, each one from a separate Virtual IO Server
B. Enable dead gateway detection on the client so that the network traffic can be rerouted
C. Have a spare network card on standby in the client in case the Virtual IO Server goes
down
D. Create an etherchannel adapter on the client using one Virtual Ethernet adapter from
two separate Virtual IO Servers
Answer: A
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QUESTION 7:
Certkiller .com has a system running AIX 5.2 and wants to upgrade to AIX 5.3. What
method would provide the quickest recovery if the upgrade failed?
A. Use alt_disk_install
B. Backup image to NIM server
C. Backup using mksysb to DVD-RAM
D. Apply the upgrade and do not commit
Answer: A
QUESTION 8:
Certkiller .com has a p5 595 running 12 LPARs. They are interested in high bandwidth,
secure communication between two of the LPARs within the p5 595 server. They do not
have any unused Ethernet adapters. Which of the following recommendations will best
meet this requirement?
A. Utilize the integrated 10/100/1000 network interface
B. Implement Virtual Ethernet to enable inter-partition communication
C. Implement shared Ethernet with the Ethernet adapters utilized in the other LPARs
D. Implement a Point to Point protocol serial communication between the p5 595 serial
ports
Answer: B
QUESTION 9:
When doing the Solution Assurance for a p5 570 with several LPARs, it is discovered
that the customer plans to back the system up using mksysb. The customer would like to
do unattended automated system backups and incorporate them into their off-site data
recovery system. Which mksysb solution should be implemented?
A. A local DVD-ROM drive
B. A NFS mount on a NIM Master
C. A SSA disk array and mirror the data
D. A local tape drive and use DLPAR to move the tape to each LPAR
Answer: B
QUESTION 10:
Service Focal Point, Inventory Scout, and DLPAR rely on correct setup and networking
between the HMC and the logical partitions. Which authentication method is used to
control session management, but also authentication between network peers?
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